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the case. Dr. Milligan approaches the papyri from the point of view of- the New Testa-
ment scholar, and his interest in them is primarily linguistic, and is concerned with their
contents only so far as they illustrate the New Testament writings. The administrative,
financial, legal, and sociological aspects of the papyri are consequently either passed byr

or illustrated only incidentally. Nevertheless his book, though primarily useful to the
New Testament student (to whom it should be most instructive), will also be of service
to anyone who is beginning the study of the papyri; for it furnishes him with a
considerable number (fifty-five in all) of characteristic texts, adequately translated and
explained, and (what is of more importance to a budding student) furnished with
references to the more important publications bearing on the subject. In date the texts,
range from the earliest dated Greek papyrus at present known (310 B.C.) to the sixth
century, but the large majority belong to the Roman period. Rather an excessive
number of them are letters, but Dr. Milligan has aimed at bringing out the human side
of the papyri.

Archaeologische Studien zur Gesehichte eines antiken Tanzes und zuni
Ursprung der griechischen Komoedie. Von HEINZ SCHNABEL. Pp. 66 ; two plates.
Muenchen : C. H. Beck, 1910. 3 m.

The literary evidence for the movements of the Kordax and its related dances is slight,
but enough to interpret the representations which occur chiefly on the well-known
Corinthian aryballoi. To these is added a comic scene from an early Attic red-figure
amphora, which is reproduced from drawings in the plates. The grotesque dancers of
the Corinthian vases are identified as daemons or their human imitators in the worship
of the primitive Artemis, and it is shown that they were influenced and ultimately
displaced by the Dionysiac satyrs from Ionia. In one of these vase paintings the author
sees an analogy with the rites of the Orthia cult at Sparta, and in another the beginning1

of the comic drama in the Peloponnese. The remarks upon the origin and nature of the
Kordax are well founded, and will be generally accepted as a valuable contribution to-
the history both of the dance and of Attic comedy ; but the later arguments in regard to
the Peloponnesian drama, though ingenious and interesting and quite possibly true, are
at present nothing more than bare conjecture.

Mvttyuia, KardXcyos rStv iv r<$ 'A6avao-aKf(a> Movo-eCca TOO BdXov
By A. S. ARVANITOPULLOS. Pp. 464. Athens and Volo : Eleutheroudakes, 1909.
6.50 dr.

The first volume of this catalogue has already been noticed in this Journal.1 It contains
a summary account of the history of Greek painting culled from literary sources, and is-
practically a shortened reprint of the author's paper in the ''E^fxtpis 'Apxaio\oytKrj, in
which he seems to exaggerate the importance of the stelai of Pagasai in representing
motives derived from the works of famous artists. It is followed by a paragraph on
Byzantine painting and the Neo-Hellenic revival, and an account of the excavation of
the stelai, which though too long is nevertheless useful in giving us some information
about the walls of Pagasai. The other three volumes contain a catalogue of the stelai as-
arranged in the new museum at "Volo. Without illustrations the catalogue is not very
useful to those at a distance, while to those on the spot the descriptions of the stelai are
far too long for the book to serve as a guide to the museum. But in spite of these faults-
the catalogue is welcome, for catalogues of Greek museums are few. It is to be hoped
that in succeeding volumes the author will give us a catalogue of the other sculpture and
inscriptions at Volo.

1 J.H.S. 1909, p. 386.
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